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Abstract: Carbon neutrality represents one climate strategy adopted by many cities, including the city of Helsinki and the Helsinki metropolitan area in Finland. This study examines initiatives adopted by the Helsinki metropolitan area aimed at reducing energy-related carbon emissions and achieving carbon neutrality through future actions. Various sectorial energy consumption rates per year and carbon emissions from various sectors within the city of Helsinki and the metropolitan area were extracted from an online database and re-calculated (in GWh, MWh/inhabitant and MtCO$_2$, KtCO$_2$/inhabitant). We employed a backcasting scenario method to explore the various carbon reduction measures in the Helsinki metropolitan area. About 96% of the emissions produced in the Helsinki metropolitan area are energy-based. District heating represents the primary source of emissions, followed by transportation and electricity consumption, respectively. We also found that accomplishing the carbon reduction strategies of the Helsinki metropolitan area by 2050 remains challenging. Technological advancement for clean and renewable energy sources, smart policies and raising awareness resulting in behavioral changes greatly affect carbon reduction actions. Thus, strong political commitments are also required to formulate and implement stringent climate actions.
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1. Introduction

The global climate has transformed, and the consequent causes of climate change have been observed in recent decades [1]. The average temperature increase in Finland has reached more than 2 degrees Celsius (2.3 ± 0.3 °C) over the last 166 years, almost twice as high as the global temperature increase (0.74 °C / 100 years) [2]. This rising temperature has affected weather patterns in the Arctic region, and reducing this rising temperature is vital. Recent concerns and practices around the world stand as solid benchmarks to mitigate climate change but require much work to approach our climate goals. Countries and cities have initiated their own climate actions aimed at achieving various strategic goals. Finland has also adopted its ambitious goals to cut carbon dioxide (CO$_2$) emissions together with other member states in the European Union (EU). Local governments, such as cities, play a key role in developing and implementing policies to mitigate and adapt to climate change [3]. However, cities also stand at the center of economic and political activities necessary to make progress in climate policy discussions [4]. Cities in the Arctic region appear motivated to address this problem. Helsinki, the capital city of Finland, is one city in this region initiating its own carbon neutral practices and aims to become carbon neutral by 2050. Carbon neutrality is one of the climate strategies of many other cities in the EU, including the cities of Copenhagen, Stockholm and Oslo in the Nordic area [5,6]. However, such strategies are challenging to accomplish because entire energy systems must be retrofitted and developed with new objectives aimed at clean energy and climate goals.
The Helsinki Region Environmental Services Authority (HSY) is a municipal body in the Helsinki metropolitan area aimed at making the metropolitan area carbon neutral by 2050 [7]. The Helsinki metropolitan area includes four cities: Helsinki, Espoo, Vantaa and Kauniainen. In 2007, all four cities formulated a joint climate strategy to achieve by 2030 that includes 120 measures related to green energy consumption and energy improvement measures to reduce carbon emissions and energy consumption [7,8]. Thus far, Helsinki is the only city that has actually ratified this joint strategy [9]. However, the CO\(_2\) emissions reduction strategies envisioned by HSY and established by the city of Helsinki appear challenging to materialize within the set timeline because of political changes, the economic turmoil in the country and the slow development of carbon reduction actions. The climate mitigation targets of the city of Helsinki are stricter than those in the strategy for the entire Helsinki metropolitan area. The city of Helsinki aimed to reduce carbon emissions by 30% by 2020 and intends to be carbon neutral by 2050 [10]. It also aims to achieve a 20% energy efficiency improvement by 2020 compared to 2005, and to increase the share of renewable energy sources to least 20% by 2020 [10]. The city of Vantaa has committed to an 80% total carbon reduction by 2050, but the cities of Espoo and Kauniainen did not define such targets [11]. The targets set for total emissions reduction in the Helsinki metropolitan area by HSY stand at 20% by 2020 and a 39% reduction per capita by 2030 [12]. Baseline measurements for all targets for all cities were taken from 1990.

This paper analyses carbon reduction activities aimed at climate mitigation in the city of Helsinki now and in the future, but also investigates similar activities in the Helsinki metropolitan area. To do so, we use a backcasting scenario of the strategic energy–associated carbon neutral actions in the city of Helsinki and the metropolitan area reflecting both past and present carbon emissions. In our analysis, we assess past energy emissions in the Helsinki metropolitan area cities from 1990 to 2014 and emissions targets for 2020, 2030 and 2050 focusing on critical decisions and actions necessary in current climate strategies. We also provide insights into the possibilities for future actions towards carbon neutrality in the Helsinki metropolitan area. Such climate actions also serve as models for other cities around the world. Through this study, local governments and city authorities can review their climate change mitigation and carbon reduction actions and develop new objectives.

2. Background: The Importance of Carbon Neutrality Actions in the Helsinki Metropolitan Area

Carbon neutral refers to balancing artificial carbon emissions by offsetting various emissions cutting actions and sustainable energy production methods [13]. Key carbon/greenhouse gases (GHG) include CO\(_2\), methane (CH\(_4\)), nitrous oxide (N\(_2\)O), hydrofluorocarbons (HFC), perfluorocarbons (PFC) and sulphur hexafluoride (SF\(_6\)) [14]. CO\(_2\) is the primary carbon gas causing global warming because it has the highest potential surface warming capacity and remains in the atmosphere longer than any other greenhouse gas [1]. The primary greenhouse gases in the Helsinki metropolitan area in 2014 included CO\(_2\), N\(_2\)O and CH\(_4\) [10]. Unlike many other countries and cities, the contribution of CH\(_4\) production is negligible in the Helsinki metropolitan area compared to other carbon emissions [15].

Various factors, such as the number of inhabitants, means of transport, energy production processes and consumer habits, determine the generation of emissions in a specific area. Helsinki covers a total area of 690 km\(^2\) (consisting of a land area of 190 km\(^2\) and 500 km\(^2\) of sea area) and the metropolitan area expands across 2370 km\(^2\) (770 km\(^2\) of land area and 1600 km\(^2\) of sea area) [16]. In 2015, the total population of the city of Helsinki reached 620,715, growing to 1,106,418 for the entire metropolitan area (Table 1). The mean temperature for this region is 6.6 °C [16].

Three major energy industries serve the Helsinki metropolitan area: Helen Ltd. (Helsinki energy), Vantaan Energia and Fortum Oy, which generate most of the heat, electricity and emissions in this region. Helen Ltd., the major power producer in the city of Helsinki, initiated several climate strategies aimed at reaching 20% renewable energy production by 2020 and becoming carbon neutral by 2050 [11]. The primary emitters in the transportation sectors consist of passenger cars, ships, boats and trucks [17]. Two large wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs)—Viikinmäki WWTP and Suomenoja WWTP—are situated in the Helsinki metropolitan area [18]. All biogas produced by Viikinmäki WWTP is utilized
by the plant itself, while Suomenoja WWTP sells all of its biogas for commercial purposes for use in vehicles [19]. Several energy efficient construction and renovation projects related to voluntary building codes are underway in the city of Helsinki [17]. The Kalasatama ecotown project, an example of green construction using smart technologies to construct sustainable housing, recently broke ground. While the trends related to carbon reduction and neutrality in the Helsinki metropolitan area began in 2008 through 2010, the actual effects of the energy reduction were felt initially in 2011 [15].

Table 1. Data collection methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sources</th>
<th>Type of Information</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>Purpose of the Data Collected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Websites</td>
<td>Environment-related departments from the government and institutions, United Nations and European Union bodies</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>To define climatic terms and research methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal articles</td>
<td>Chemical and biotechnology journals, workshop presentations and climate-related policies</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>To identify technological processes and related terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reports</td>
<td>City’s environmental reports, European Union reports and reports from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>To gather climate actions and emissions data and information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emails and interviews</td>
<td>Email conversations and interviews with city authorities (interviewees: Jari Viinanen and Sonja-Maria Ignatius) and wastewater utilities (interviewee: Mari Heinonen)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>To understand the emissions data, climate strategies and actions aimed at carbon neutrality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newspaper articles</td>
<td>Yle, BBC, Helsinki Times, International Business Times, Linkedin and Facebook</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Updates on global and regional climate activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentations and seminars</td>
<td>Seminar organized by the City of Helsinki Environmental Center</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>To understand smart energy systems such as power storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webinars</td>
<td>Webinar organized by Climate Technology Center (CTCN)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>To understand Copenhagen’s climate efforts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Changes in the climatic patterns of the Helsinki region as well as Finland as a whole have been clearly observed through changes in the timing of snowfalls, drought and warmer winters, rainier summers, changes in Baltic Sea ice and a declining snow cover [20]. Finland took part in the Paris Climate Conference held in December 2015 in Paris, France, which resulted in an agreement to reduce global temperatures to well below 2 °C [21]. This agreement also implores the Finnish government as well as cities to act to reduce carbon emissions and to protect the climate. However, the development of clean and renewable energy systems and CO₂ emissions reduction measures in other Nordic cities such as Oslo and Stockholm are more extensive compared to the cities in the Helsinki metropolitan area [22]. For instance, Copenhagen aimed to achieve carbon neutrality by 2025 and in 2011 achieved a 21% CO₂ reduction from 2005 levels [23]. Furthermore, Copenhagen implemented climate strategies such as increasing the production of wind power inside and outside the city, establishing plants to convert waste to energy and encouraging businesses to use green technologies [23]. Similarly, the city of Stockholm adopted a strategy to become fossil fuel free by 2040 and to feature public transport that is fossil fuel free by 2025 [24]. Stockholm is implementing such strategies by constructing ecological city districts, retrofitting buildings using high-energy standards and establishing sustainable transport such as a metro system, a congestion charge and investments in clean vehicles and fuels [24]. Finally, the city of Oslo aims to be fossil fuel free by 2030 and to establish a fossil fuel free public transportation.
systems by 2020; it has already started banning fossil fuels and promoting biogas and electric vehicles in the transportation sector [25]. All of these developments challenge the Helsinki metropolitan area to reinforce its carbon neutral measures. Various environmental and climate institutions have also pressured the government, cities and energy industries to reduce carbon emissions.

3. Methods

We collected data on energy consumption and emissions production in the Helsinki metropolitan area from the City of Helsinki Environmental Center. Other data were collected from reports, research and news articles, as well as from discussions with authorities at the Helsinki Environmental Center, participating in seminars organized by the City of Helsinki and observing new technologies in the metropolitan area. We also conducted three interviews with experts in the climate field from the Helsinki area to understand current and future emissions reduction strategies and actions. We used these various sources in order to increase our level of understanding on the emissions-related strategies designed for climate actions. Detailed information about how data were collected appears in Table 1.

Energy and emissions data from 1990 to 2014 were sorted into five-year intervals for our detailed analysis. Sectorial energy consumption levels and carbon emissions from various sectors within the city of Helsinki and the entire metropolitan area were extracted from an online database, re-calculated (in GWh, MWh/inhabitant and MtCO$_2$e, KtCO$_2$e/inhabitant) and the results are presented. We analyzed city-specific per capita energy consumption levels and emissions data focusing on district heating (DH) emissions. The terms “carbon emissions” and “carbon reductions” used in this article refer to the emissions and reductions of all greenhouse gases measured in CO$_2$ equivalents. CO$_2$ equivalent calculations are based on national emissions factors.

We employed a backcasting scenario method to analyze the various carbon reduction measures in the Helsinki metropolitan area. The backcasting scenario is defined as an archetypal image of the future, created using mental maps or models that reflect various perspectives on past, present and future developments [26]. As a strategic problem-solving framework, it allows us to determine how we can reach specified outcomes in the future [27]. Similarly, the World Health Organization (WHO) has defined the backcasting scenario as “[m]oving step-wise back in time from a future scenario to the present in order to identify the decisions and actions that must be taken at critical points if the scenario is to be achieved” [27]. The city of Helsinki has set a strategy for the future scenario (to become carbon neutral by 2050), which the metropolitan area has also adopted. The backcasting scenario method helps us to analyze how the city of Helsinki and the metropolitan area can become carbon neutral by 2050 by considering past (from 1990), current and future (2050) situations related to climate actions and strategies for energy consumption levels and carbon emissions.

We noted energy consumption and carbon emissions trends from 1990 to 2014 and analyzed carbon reduction activities, initiatives and progress towards future goals. In addition to studying current activities and strategies aimed at future goals, several possible actions and plans to address climate goals were analyzed according to the information gathered from various sources (Table 1) and our own understandings. The backcasting scenario method used to analyze carbon emissions and carbon reduction actions were underlined through three different topics: (a) carbon reduction projections and demographic change; (b) current scenarios and monitoring trends in energy consumption and emissions; and (c) future scenarios and possibilities for reducing emissions.

4. Results

4.1. Carbon Reduction Projections and Demographic Change

The trends related to demographic change and carbon reduction projections provide information about whether current activities aimed at reducing carbon emissions are possible.

Demographic change. The population composition represents one factor influencing carbon reduction goals. The carbon footprint of inhabitants is based on the number of people living in
the area considered, the types of transportation modes used and the energy consumption habits of the inhabitants. Environmental awareness, economic and societal situations and technological perceptions among inhabitants also factor into carbon reductions. A growing population increases the consumption of energy and fuels and produces further greenhouse gas emissions.

The populations of both the city of Helsinki and the entire metropolitan area grew since 1990 and will continue to do so until 2050 (Table 2). It is estimated that the population of the city of Helsinki will reach 758,236 by 2050, while the metropolitan area’s population will reach 1,361,938 by 2040 (Table 2) [15]. This increasing population will certainly consume further resources, including energy and fuels, and generate additional carbon emissions. This means that the government’s policies to increase resource efficiency and tackle a growing population at the present level are important considerations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>1990</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2020</th>
<th>2030</th>
<th>2040</th>
<th>2050</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Helsinki</td>
<td>490,691</td>
<td>620,715</td>
<td>657,774</td>
<td>712,598</td>
<td>737,019</td>
<td>758,236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metropolitan area</td>
<td>820,639</td>
<td>1,106,418</td>
<td>1,175,276</td>
<td>1,286,654</td>
<td>1,361,938</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>1990</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2020</th>
<th>2030</th>
<th>2040</th>
<th>2050</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Helsinki</td>
<td>490,691</td>
<td>620,715</td>
<td>657,774</td>
<td>712,598</td>
<td>737,019</td>
<td>758,236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metropolitan area</td>
<td>820,639</td>
<td>1,106,418</td>
<td>1,175,276</td>
<td>1,286,654</td>
<td>1,361,938</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Carbon reduction projections. Current scenarios show that the carbon reduction goals for the city of Helsinki can be realized only if carbon reduction activities materialize faster than they currently are, while reaching the goals of the metropolitan area appears implausible. The actual projection for per capita carbon reductions for the city of Helsinki stands at 94%, with the total emissions set to reach 92% by 2050 [29]. The city of Helsinki reduced per capita carbon emissions to 38.6% as of 2014, decreasing the carbon burden to 4553 kg/resident from the 1990 level of 7300 kg/resident (Figure 1). Total emissions have decreased by 22.8% from 3.6 million kg CO₂ to 2.8 million kg CO₂ during the same time period [29]. Similarly, the entire metropolitan area has achieved a 30% reduction in per capita carbon emissions from 7020 kg/resident in 1990 to 4480 kg/resident in 2014 (Figure 2), decreasing total emissions by 5.8% from 5.82 million kg CO₂ to 5.48 million kg CO₂ in the same period [29].

The city of Helsinki has further projected a per capita carbon emissions reduction to 3900 kg per resident (~47%) by 2020 and 400 kg/resident (94%) by 2050, with total emissions dropping to 2.52 million (~30%) by 2020 and 288,000 tons (~92%) by 2050 [29]. While HSY envisions reaching a carbon neutral Helsinki metropolitan area by 2050, it does not yet have descriptive reduction measures in place [29]. Clear targets for the metropolitan area only exist for total emissions reductions by 2020 and per capita carbon emissions reductions by 2030 (Table 3). This indicates that the carbon neutrality goals of the metropolitan area are weaker than those for the city of Helsinki. While the goals of the city of Helsinki are stronger, short-term strategies and intervals are missing except for a climate goal for the period 2013 to 2016 [7].
Per capita emissions for the city of Helsinki as well as the entire metropolitan area have decreased significantly, approaching the defined goals. However, the total emissions reductions for the metropolitan area remain far behind the target set for 2020—that is, total emissions decreased only 5.2% between 1990 and 2014 [15]. The city of Helsinki has reduced total emissions by three-fourths for the metropolitan area remained linear from 1990 through 2010, while a trend towards carbon reductions in the city of Helsinki began in 2011 and in 2010 in the metropolitan area. Total emissions for the city of Helsinki began some time ago, actual carbon reductions for the city of Helsinki only occurred after 2007 and increased the carbon reduction rate to 4.2%. Current Scenarios and Monitoring Trends for Energy and Emissions

Carbon emissions reduction trends. While concerns about carbon reduction activities in Finland began some time ago, actual carbon reductions for the city of Helsinki only occurred after 2007 and since 2012 for the metropolitan area (Figure 3). Trends towards increasing total emissions in the metropolitan area remained linear from 1990 through 2010, while a trend towards carbon reductions in the city of Helsinki began in 2011 and in 2010 in the metropolitan area. Total emissions for the city of Helsinki in 2001 and 2010 remained constant while per capita emissions diminished.

Average total carbon emissions reduction rates for the city of Helsinki and the metropolitan area between 1990 and 2014 reached 0.93% and 0.22% per annum, respectively. If the reduction rate continues at this pace, the city of Helsinki will reach a total carbon reduction of 53.8% by 2050 and 12.7% by 2050 for the metropolitan area. However, the city of Helsinki per annum average per capita emissions reduction rate stands at 1.6%, which approaches a 96.5% per capita carbon reduction by 2050 if population growth and carbon emissions reduction activities continue at their current levels. The average per capita emissions reduction for the metropolitan area stands at 1.2% per annum, which approaches a 74% per capita emissions reduction by 2050 if the situation remains constant.
Alternatively, annual total carbon reduction in the city of Helsinki stands at 3.1% and 2.4% for the entire metropolitan area after implementation of the climate strategy in 2007. If this trend continues linearly, the city of Helsinki will become carbon neutral before 2050 and the metropolitan area will reduce total carbon emissions by up to 91.6% by 2050. Nonetheless, until now, this trend towards reduction seems possible due to the long-term investments related to carbon reduction activities and infrastructure. For instance, about a 3% reduction in carbon emissions in the metropolitan area in 2014 compared to 2013 was due primarily to the effects of a waste-to-energy power plant [30]. The establishment of this power plant took about four years (2011–2014) excluding the planning phase [11]. If the emissions reduction trends are viewed on a city level, Helsinki and Espoo have made satisfactory progress, while Kauniainen significantly regressed, and, since 2005, Vantaa regressed making progress only after 2008 (Figure 3). Considering the increasing population and the decreases in per capita emissions since 2007, total emissions are not declining sufficiently rapidly. To continue this linear growth in per capita carbon emissions reductions and to further improve total emissions reductions, implementing several strong climate actions are required.

*Energy consumption scenario.* Energy consumption greatly affects emissions. The higher the energy consumption, the greater the amount of emissions, although emissions resulting from renewable energy sources remain lower than those from fossil fuel–based energy sources. Per capita energy consumption in the city of Helsinki has decreased since 2008, and since 2007 in the metropolitan area. Espoo’s energy consumption began to decline in 2011, while Vantaa’s energy consumption began to decline in 2007 (Figure 4). Kauniainen’s total energy consumption has been increasing, while per capita energy consumption has decreased since 2007 (Figure 4). The primary energy-consuming sectors both in the city of Helsinki and the metropolitan area consist of district heating, electricity use and passenger cars. In 2014 in Helsinki, 48% of the energy consumed by the city was for district heating, 28% for electricity consumption and 9% for passenger cars. For the metropolitan area, 43% of the energy consumed was for district heating, 27% for electricity consumption and 11% for passenger cars. These proportions suggest that major energy reforms are needed for the heating and transportation sectors.

![Emissions trends in Helsinki Metropolitan Area (1990 - 2014)](image.png)

**Figure 3.** Emissions reduction trends for the cities in the Helsinki metropolitan area from 1990 to 2014 [15].
Per capita energy consumption in the city of Helsinki decreased by 9% and by 8% in the metropolitan area between 1990 and 2014. Energy consumption related to industry and machinery decreased the most (by 79% in the city of Helsinki and by 75% in the metropolitan area) followed by the separate heating (by 34% and 35%, respectively). Similarly, energy consumption through passenger cars, other modes of transport and district heating also decreased during this period. However, energy consumption related to electric heating, shipping, trains and electricity consumption in general increased during this period, although the contributions from these sectors to total energy consumption were small. Energy consumption from each these sectors may have increased due to the construction of more railway, metro and tram lines and due to the increased use of electric heating systems in individual households. Similarly, the use of renewable energy sources compared to total energy production remained quite low. This suggests that industrial activities were either constrained or industrial energy consumption improved between 1990 and 2014. However, by considering future strategies related to climate goals (by 2030 and 2050), many opportunities exist related to improving these areas given current conditions.

**Emissions scenario.** The city of Helsinki generated 70% (in 1990) and 73% (in 2014) emissions from direct energy consumption and 18% (in 1990) and 23.2% (in 2014) emissions from the consumption of fuel related to transportation. Similarly, the metropolitan area generated 66% of its total emissions in 1990 and 72.2% in 2014 from direct energy consumption and 21.1% in 1990 and 24.1% in 2014 from transportation-related fuel consumption. This suggests that 96.2% of the emissions produced in the city of Helsinki and 96.3% of the emissions produced in the metropolitan area resulted from energy in 2014.

In the city of Helsinki in 2014, district heating generated 45% of carbon emissions, 25% resulted from transportation and 18% resulted from electricity consumption. Similarly, in the metropolitan area in 2014, district heating, transport and electricity consumption generated 42%, 25% and 16% of carbon emissions, respectively. Per capita carbon emissions in the city of Kauniainen were highest, followed by Vantaa and Espoo, with the city of Helsinki demonstrating the lowest per capita rates in 2014 (Figure 5). Per capita emissions for the cities of Kauniainen and Espoo increased for the period between 2010 and 2014, while the cities of Helsinki and Vantaa as well as the entire metropolitan area observed decreasing per capita emissions during that time (Figure 5). The proportional trends in emissions across all sectors are likely to remain constant for 2020 and 2030 since the emissions-reducing activities look similar.

![PER CAPITA ENERGY CONSUMPTION](image)

**Figure 4.** Per capita energy consumption in the Helsinki metropolitan cities [15].
District heating is a sustainable source of heating but remains the largest source of carbon emissions in the Helsinki metropolitan area. In 2014, the cities of Helsinki, Espoo, Vantaa and Kauniainen produced district heating emissions reaching 55%, 27%, 17% and 1%, respectively, of the total district heating emissions for the entire metropolitan area [10]. Helen Ltd., the primary district heating producer in the city of Helsinki, is gradually shifting its fossil fuels to low emissions–generating fuels. For instance, it decreased its use of coal fuel by increasing its reliance on natural gas in recent years, and in 2015 began blending 5% to 7% wood pellets with its heating fuels in its power plants [31]. This decreased emissions in the city of Helsinki. In addition, the city of Helsinki launched several other measures to increase the share of renewable sources in district heating and the entire energy system. Such examples include the Suvilahti solar power plant (260, 000 KWh) launched in 2015, several public buildings producing solar power, solar heat pumps installed at several places, the launch of a solar energy home campaign and Helen Ltd.’s district heating and cooling system expansions [32]. All of these initiatives will result in small but positive effects on district heating emissions reductions in the near future. However, these activities need to expand further to meet the climate goals for 2020 and 2030.

In 2013 and 2014, the city of Vantaa reduced total emissions by 5% due to the energy produced by a waste-to-energy plant, which diminished the share of coal and natural gas used in district heating [30]. Small-scale renewable energy production practices are also increasingly more common in the Helsinki metropolitan area. For instance, geothermal energy has been generated in the Villa Elfvik Nature House and three other houses, and solar panels have been installed on new homes and on renovated schools in the Espoo region [33]. Total and per capita emissions reductions from district heating reached 27.9% and 42.8%, respectively, in the city of Helsinki and 3.3% and 29.6% in the metropolitan area between 1990 and 2014. However, the cities of Vantaa, Espoo and Kauniainen increased total district heating emissions by 37.9%, 86.7% and 79.7%, respectively, and per capita emissions by 5.8%, 14.3% and 171.4%, respectively, during the same period.

While district heating emissions levels began decreasing in 2007 in the city of Helsinki, trends for the metropolitan area have consistently fluctuated between 2000 and 2014 (Figure 6). The use of fossil fuels for district heat production stands at about 95% within Helen Ltd. and 86% in Vantaan Energia. In 2014, Helen Ltd. utilized 48% natural gas, 45% coal, 2% oil and only 5% renewable energy sources to generate district heat. Similarly, Vantaan Energia used 52% coal, 33% natural gas, 1% oil and 14% renewable energy sources to generate district heat in the same year. This suggests that the proportion of clean and renewable fuel sources used remains quite low in the metropolitan area. Helen Ltd. began using renewables to produce district heating in 2006, while Vantaan Energia began doing so in 2003 [34]. Helen Ltd. used national hydropower and wind power as renewable energy sources, while Vantaan energia only used wind power [34]. Current trends in the use of renewable sources in the

![Figure 5. Per capita emissions in the Helsinki metropolitan cities](image-url)
energy system remain far smaller than what is necessary to meet the renewable energy consumption
target (20%) by 2020. Thus, cities should aim for a 100% shift from fossil fuels to renewable energy
sources in the district heating system to achieve carbon neutrality by 2050. This will require much
work by cities in order to improve their district heating system–related fuel use practices.

Transportation constitutes the second largest source of carbon emissions both in the city of
Helsinki (23.2%) and in the Helsinki metropolitan area (24.1%) [15]. In 1990, the city of Helsinki
produced 649,830 tons of total carbon emissions resulting from transportation, which was reduced
by 3000 tons by 2014; the metropolitan area produced 1,225,010 tons in 1990, reduced by 95,000 tons
by 2014 [15]. The per capita emissions reductions related to transportation in the city of Helsinki
reached 21% between 1990 and 2014, and 20% in the metropolitan area [15]. Transportation emits the
highest amount of CO₂, along with carbon monoxide, N₂O and hydrocarbons. In the city of Helsinki,
the primary carbon emitters in the transportation sector consist of road transport (about 70%) [33].
In recent years, emissions generated from ship traffic and airports slightly diminished compared to
road transport. However, the trends related to decreasing transportation emissions vis-a-vis long-term
strategic goals remain insufficient.

Several strategic movements aimed at reducing transportation-related emissions and at promoting
sustainable methods of transportation services have been initiated in the Helsinki metropolitan area.
The city of Helsinki has completed several initiatives, such as the completion of a pedestrian and cycling
route from Töölönlahti to Ruoholahti (1.3 km), schemes to support workplace commute planning and
the construction of cross-sectional public transport, granting priority parking to low-emissions vehicles
and providing information on the best route choice through the region’s journey planner services [29].
The city of Helsinki recently began building bicycle-sharing facilities with parking places situated in
various areas in the city center [11]. Other cities have launched initiatives, such as the completion
in 2015 of a railway line to connect Vantaankoski to the airport via Tikkurila (11.8 km), beginning
construction of a west-side metro line connecting Helsinki to Matinkylä to Kivinlahti in Espoo and
the development of a Hastus system to estimate driving time and customer satisfaction surveys to
improve transport [33]. All of these initiatives demonstrate that the city of Helsinki is motivated to
reduce carbon emissions related to transportation.

In 2014, emissions generated from the consumption of electricity remained the third largest source
both in the city of Helsinki and in the metropolitan area [15]. The city of Helsinki reduced 1.1% of
its total emissions resulting from the consumption of electricity between 1990 and 2014, while the
metropolitan area increased such emissions by 6.4%. Nevertheless, both reduced per capita emissions
by 21.9% and 20.6%, respectively, during the same period [15].

Figure 6. District heating emissions in the cities of the Helsinki metropolitan area [15].
4.3. Future Scenarios and Possibilities for Emissions Reductions

By examining the projections (for 2030 and 2050) for emissions reductions, we find multiple opportunities for improving current climate-related strategies and activity plans both in the city of Helsinki and the metropolitan area. The city of Helsinki envisions several future strategies for carbon emissions reductions. These aim at constructing all new buildings to be more energy efficient, relying only on electric buses or buses using biofuels by 2020, using local renewable energy sources, investing in smart energy systems, using waste converted to energy, and revising parking policies to promote lower transportation related emissions and raising awareness among citizens [29]. Numerous other possibilities also exist which may improve the current status of carbon-reducing actions and help achieve carbon neutrality. Both the city of Helsinki and the entire metropolitan area should improve the application of the best available technologies related to renewable and clean energy production, energy-saving measures and energy efficiency improvements. Current policy measures also need improvement related to implementing the appropriate future actions. These include applying commonly available renewable energy technologies such as solar energy, wind power, geothermal energy and hydropower energy, technologies currently rarely used in the Helsinki metropolitan area. Similarly, the use of biofuels and other green fuels in the transportation and heating systems remain negligible.

The Helsinki metropolitan area possesses a significant solar potential (about 900 kWh/m²) despite its cold weather and dark winters [35]. Thus far, a small number of private households and public buildings have installed solar panels and thermal collectors in the metropolitan area. Only two large-scale solar farm projects exist thus far in the city of Helsinki (Suvilahti and Kivikko), with the construction of another underway in Espoo [36]. This suggests that plenty of opportunities exist to produce energy from solar technology through private-public collaboration in the Helsinki metropolitan area. Similarly, a negligible amount of wind energy has been produced in the Helsinki metropolitan area [37]. However, a recent study showed that a majority of citizens in the Helsinki metropolitan area positively view wind energy [37]. Perhaps individuals can install small wind turbines for their homes, while feasibility studies on offshore energy productions continue. Currently, only a few households and one pilot industrial-level plant (40 MW in Otaniemi in Espoo) produce geothermal energy in the Helsinki metropolitan area [38]. Geothermal energy production, consisting of tunnel lining technology in the metro tunnels, wastewater discharge tunnels and road tunnels, is perhaps feasible [39]. Further studies will definitively determine its potential impact, but geothermal production may provide both clean energy production and emissions reductions in the longer term. Therefore, it is imperative that further studies examine geothermal energy production in additional locations in the Helsinki metropolitan area. A negligible amount of hydroelectricity (7300 MWh/a) has been produced by the Pitkäkoski and Kalliomäki power plants [40]. In addition, Helen Ltd. uses 60 MW of hydroelectricity nationally [37]. The feasibility of generating hydroelectricity from the Vantaa River and tidal/wave power from the Baltic Sea should be studied. Overall, producing energy from these renewable sources provides significant opportunities to reduce carbon emissions in the future. However, among all of these renewable technologies, solar energy technology represents the most feasible and most economical option. It may in fact fulfill the current renewable energy targets for 2030 and 2050 since it is easily available and its market price continues to steadily decline.

Shifting from fossil fuels (coal, natural gas, oils, petroleum and peat) to biofuels (wood pellets, straw, biodiesel and electricity) for energy production and transport reduces CO₂ emissions. Thus, to further reduce CO₂ emissions, all energy industries in the metropolitan area should shift to using wood pellets, other biofuels and waste. Certain types of waste, such as waste oil, can also be used to produce biodiesel [41]. Interest is increasing on the use of CO₂ as feed stocks for chemical and fuel production [42]. Currently, plastic waste can be used to generate biodiesel [43]. Perhaps the Helsinki metropolitan area could use its vast amount of plastic waste to generate biodiesel. Emphasis should be placed on using pyrolysis and synthetic natural gas production (SNG) for liquid biofuel production. Furthermore, replacing all district heating boilers with combined heat and power (CHP) heat, and
adding heat pumps and a heat storage capacity to CHP plants reduces carbon emissions. Likewise, fueling buses and cars with methane produced from food residue, wastewater sludge and landfill byproducts significantly reduces carbon emissions. In addition, using LED or solar lamps instead of conventional lamps in homes and for streetlights and using solar photovoltaics (PVs) on ships and boats can save a huge amount of energy. Finally, increasing bio-oil and electrical buses and encouraging the use of bicycles can also reduce emissions. For instance, the city of Stockholm promoted bicycle riding in recent years, leading to a 76% increase in the number of cyclists during the last 10 years [24]. Similarly, the city of Copenhagen promoted cycling, since 52% of its population uses bicycles as their primary means of transportation [44]. The cities in the Helsinki metropolitan area should also rapidly adopt similar action plans. Likewise, the number of electric vehicles and charging stations for them should be increased. Currently, only 60 charging stations exist in Finland [45]. Railway, metro and tram lines should be expanded to reduce transportation-related emissions.

Energy consumption in homes and businesses also needs to be addressed. For instance, the home remote control application developed by Helen Ltd. [31] should be used to limit excessive electricity consumption in both private and public buildings. Additionally, using a net metering system, such as that in use in the United States, can be used to manage billing systems for consumed versus generated electricity on both residential and commercial solar properties [46]. Similarly, the use of waste heat recovery systems in high heat producing buildings and air ventilation systems can significantly reduce the amount of energy used. Reducing daily water use can also save energy. The use of solar grills and solar heat pumps may help to reduce carbon emissions. To reduce the carbon footprint, builders should make use of old materials when constructing new homes, which also proves economically viable.

Changing the energy consumption habits of individuals and society as a whole remains a challenging task, but green policy methods and awareness programs may help to change behaviors. Thus, smart policy measures should be formulated in collaboration between the private and public sectors to make Helsinki and the Helsinki metropolitan area green. For instance, green campus methods, such as those activities adopted by universities, can raise awareness and provide a model for creating green cities. Prioritizing farm-level wind, geothermal and solar energy production and providing suitable incentives attracts the private sector to invest in renewable energies. Implementing smart policies to stop coal-fueled boats from entering Helsinki ports can also reduce carbon emissions in the city. Furthermore, using contaminated lands to harvest renewable energy can make use of wasteland as well as reduce costs and emissions. Encouraging individuals to share bikes and cars and establishing car- and bike-sharing communities can reduce energy and fuel consumption. Information related to the potential of solar and wind energy sources in cities should be provided to citizens. For example, HSY published a solar potential map for the Helsinki area, but many citizens are not aware of it [11]. Providing training programs in support of local climate conservation to additional individuals can serve to expand the reach of awareness programs.

Finally, Finland’s current feed-in tariff system consists of limited small-scale productions of wind, solar and geothermal energy. Wind power projects are entitled to a subsidy only between the combined energy generation capacities of 500 KVA and 2500 MVA [37]. For wind, biogas and wood fuels, the power plant feed-in tariff is granted based on the mean market price of electricity, equivalent to 83.50/MWh [47]. Current subsidy systems for clean energy production and use require revisions that encourage citizens and investors to generate energy from renewable sources. Strong policy measures should be implemented to conserve the forested lands surrounding the metropolitan area since these lands absorb emissions. Carbon reduction plans or climate strategies should be programmed and revised in five-year intervals to enhance carbon-related activities. Local city councils and the central government should take more responsibility towards formulating and implementing strong and effective strategies in order to achieve the various climate goals by 2030 and 2050.
5. Discussion

Our analyses show that current carbon reduction actions in the Helsinki metropolitan area are insufficient to achieve carbon neutrality by 2050. While the efforts of the city of Helsinki to achieve carbon neutrality are optimistic, the weak emissions reduction commitments by the other three cities in the metropolitan area render the joint climate-related strategies inadequate. Thus, no commitment to achieve a carbon neutral Helsinki metropolitan area by 2050 exists. However, a regional environmental body, HSY, envisions carbon neutrality. This indicates a lack of solid cooperation among the four cities towards climate actions. Despite this lack of cooperation, carbon reduction activities in both the city of Helsinki and the metropolitan area in recent years have expanded, representing a positive sign towards reaching carbon neutrality goals.

The majority (96%) of emissions produced in both the city of Helsinki and the metropolitan area stems from the consumption, production and distribution of energy. A previous study also revealed that 95% of emissions produced in the city of Helsinki were energy-based [48]. Expectations suggested that the energy industries in the Helsinki metropolitan area would rely more on renewable fuels, but in 2014, renewable fuels comprised only 5% of the energy consumption of Helen Ltd. and 15% of Vantaan energia. Helen Ltd.’s target to increase the share of renewables to 20% by 2020 currently seems quite difficult to reach. Likewise, the use of other renewable energy sources in the metropolitan area remains quite small. Currently, no attractive subsidies for small-scale renewable energy production in Finland exist. Thus, more renewable energy incentives may promote the production of both the small-scale and farm-level renewable energy sources.

Energy consumption from industries and machineries in the Helsinki metropolitan area has decreased significantly, and the emission of CH$_4$ has been contained in recent years. Helen Ltd.’s carbon neutrality goal supports the climate actions of the city of Helsinki. In addition, a few activities, such as the expansion of metro lines, the construction of bicycle paths and initiatives aimed at constructing an eco-city, are noteworthy. Neighboring capital cities have strategies to develop fossil fuel–free transportation and fossil fuel–free cities. Currently, the city of Helsinki and other cities in the metropolitan area do not have such strategies. Although, along similar lines, the city of Helsinki formulated a climate roadmap for 2050 which includes several fossil fuel-cutting strategies.

Our results extend to all four cities in the Helsinki metropolitan area, providing ways in which they may formulate better climate-related strategies in future. A comparison of the climate actions between the city of Helsinki and the metropolitan area can assist other cities on how to improve their climate strategies. Formulating solid ideas and policies towards carbon reduction activities remain difficult tasks, proving further challenging due to the political decisions necessary to implement such projects. Even policy measures already formulated take much time to materialize due to the necessity of reaching consensus between political parties and local and central governments alike. Emissions scenarios and possible future action plans can generate new ideas for joint climate strategies aimed at achieving carbon neutrality. However, only implementing improvements to one city’s efforts remains insufficient; all four cities acting together, however, can result in a carbon neutral Helsinki metropolitan area by 2050.

6. Conclusions

This study showed that current energy-related climate actions are necessary in order to improve efforts aimed at achieving carbon neutrality by 2050. Heating stands as the main source of emissions in the Helsinki metropolitan area, which can be improved by shifting from fossil fuels to renewable fuel sources. Industrial operations should rely on wood pellets, straw, bio-oils and biomasses rather than coal and natural gas. The use of renewable energy sources reduces carbon emissions and will prevent a future energy crisis. Renewable energy sources also provide additional business and employment opportunities in the Helsinki metropolitan area. Priority should be given to improving the energy efficiency of buildings and transportation systems. Public and private buildings need to shift towards energy self-production and becoming energy-independent. This can be achieved by implementing
smart policy measures and awareness programs such as to aware the people about the use wind turbines, geo-thermal heat pumps, and solar panels. Promoting public transportation and cycling can help to reduce emissions resulting from passenger cars. Additional construction projects and the expansion of transportation infrastructure will help develop emissions-free transportation systems.

Given that Helen Ltd. has a carbon-neutral goal, other industries also need to follow suit and aim for carbon neutrality. Establishing a waste-to-energy plant in the city of Vantaa has played a significant role in reducing emissions. Other cities should learn from the city of Vantaa and explore the possibility of constructing additional waste-to-energy plants within their territorial boundaries. Additionally, solar energy represents an important source of energy that will greatly impact the strategy of increasing the production of renewable energy sources. Public–private sector collaboration is essential in reducing emissions and producing renewable energy sources. Similarly, universities should establish green campus methods to take part in carbon emissions reduction activities. The city of Helsinki is further ahead of the other cities in the metropolitan area on reducing carbon emissions. Its climate-related strategies and actions mirror those of other neighboring capital cities, and current progress indicates its likelihood of achieving carbon neutrality by 2050. Other cities, however, also require stringent carbon reduction strategies. Those cities not currently committed to carbon neutral strategies should draft such measures as soon as possible, and adopt similar goals as neighboring capital cities to establish fossil fuel–free transportation systems. Most importantly, strong political commitments are also necessary in order to formulate and implement stringent climate-related strategies.
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